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Abstract 
This work takes up the challenge of deriving the ‘uncertainty law’ for close modes, i.e., closed form 
analytical expressions for the remaining uncertainty of modal parameters identified using (output-
only) ambient vibration data. In principle the uncertainty law can be obtained from the inverse of 
the Fisher Information matrix of modal parameters. The key mathematical challenges stem from 
analytical treatment of entangled stochastic dynamics with a large number of modal parameters of 
different nature and the quest for closed form expressions for identification uncertainty, whose 
possibility is questionable. Fortunately the problem still admits insightful closed form solution under 
long data, high signal-to-noise ratio and wide resonance band for identification. Up to modelling 
assumptions and the use of probability, the uncertainty law dictates the achievable precision of 
modal properties regardless of the identification algorithm used. A companion paper discusses the 
insights, verification, scientific implications and recommendation for ambient test planning. 
Keywords: ambient modal identification, BAYOMA, close modes, Fisher Information Matrix, 
operational modal analysis, uncertainty law     
1 Introduction 
Operational modal analysis (OMA) shows great promise as a feasible and economically viable means 
for obtaining in-situ modal properties of structures [1][2][3]. This owes primarily to the use of 
‘output-only’ ambient vibration data, which inevitably leads to higher identification (ID) uncertainty 
in the results compared to properly managed free or forced vibration tests. In addition to algorithms 
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for identifying modal properties when data is given, the ability to quantify and manage ID 
uncertainty is vital to the regular practice of OMA in the near future. ID uncertainty is often 
quantified in terms of a variance, which can be calculated for a given data set. Method depends on 
the ID algorithm and philosophy. The main classes are Bayesian and frequentist (non-Bayesian) 
approach.  
Frequentist approach is conventional in OMA, which constructs an estimator for the parameter of 
interest as a function of data and refers ID uncertainty as the ensemble variability of the estimator 
over repeated experiments, therefore implying the notion of ‘intrinsic variability’. The calculation 
formulae of uncertainty are always in terms of the ‘true’ parameter value (assumed to exist) which 
in application is substituted by the value of the estimator for the given set of data. Perturbation 
technique is often used to derive the formulae. Examples include [4][5] (frequency domain, 
maximum likelihood), [6][7] (ARMA model), [8][9][10] (SSI) and [11] (SSI multi-setup) and [12] (ERA).  
Bayesian approach [13][14] views modal properties as random variables whose distribution is 
updated when data is available. ID uncertainty is associated with the spread of their probability 
density function (PDF) conditional on data and modelling assumptions, i.e., the ‘posterior PDF’. Their 
ID uncertainty is therefore a function of data. The concept of true parameter value is irrelevant and 
there is no intrinsic uncertainty. Early formulations of Bayesian OMA include [15] (time-domain), [16] 
(frequency domain, power spectral density, i.e., ‘PSD’) and [17] (frequency domain, Fast Fourier 
Transform, i.e., ‘FFT’). Fast algorithms that allow practical implementation appears more recently 
and are focussed on FFT formulation that is found to be most robust in terms of modelling 
assumptions. See, e.g., [3] (monograph), [18] (frequency domain, general multi-modes), [19] 
(frequency domain, single-mode, multi-setup).      
Managing ID uncertainty requires another level of advance in knowledge beyond the ability to 
calculate, involving insights on how it depends on various factors that may affect the quality of ID 
results. Mathematically, it is to discover the fundamental law of how the information about modal 
properties is extracted from ambient data following stochastic dynamics assumptions. Such 
discovery need not be possible, but recent research in Bayesian OMA shows that for well-separated 
modes with long and high signal-to-noise (s/n) ratio data it is possible to obtain closed form 
analytical expressions for the ID uncertainty in terms of test configuration and environment [20]. 
Such expressions are collectively referred as ‘uncertainty law’, motivated from their mathematical 
origin akin to the Laws of Large Numbers in probability theory. To be useful an uncertainty law needs 
to capture correctly the influence of governing factors on ID uncertainty but at the same time be 
simple enough for scientists or engineers to develop intuitions for understanding and test planning.  
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The identification and calculation of uncertainty of close modes requires much more sophisticated 
algorithms than well-separated modes. The entangling of modal dynamics with close frequencies 
obscures intuitions about resonance and poses questions on identifiability and further tightening of 
OMA precision limit from that of well-separated modes. As part of a recent research campaign to 
understand and manage ID uncertainty in OMA, this work develops the uncertainty law for close 
modes. It is reported in two companion papers. This paper develops the mathematical theory. The 
companion paper [21] discusses the insights, implications, verification and recommendations for 
planning ambient vibration tests.  
As we will see, the mathematics and techniques involved for analysing close modes are much more 
tedious and complicated than those for well-separated modes. Fortunately, remarkably simple and 
intuitive expressions for ID uncertainty have been discovered in this work that provide deep insights. 
The theory also allows us to fundamentally quantify ‘how close is close’ and how it affects ID 
uncertainty. In addition to long data and high s/n ratio that were assumed in the uncertainty law for 
well-separated modes, the theory for close modes requires the additional assumption that the 
resonance band used for modal ID is wide compared to the separation of modes, i.e., ‘wide band’ as 
indicated in the title of this paper. Semi-empirical correction factors have been developed to 
account for the effect of finite bandwidth in the companion paper.    
2 Theory outline 
We first outline the mathematical theory for deriving the uncertainty law of close modes. Of 
fundamental importance is the characteristic nature of two types of ID uncertainty associated with 
mode shapes discovered previously [23]. Type 1 and Type 2 are respectively associated with the 
mode shape uncertainty orthogonal to and within the ‘mode shape subspace’ (MSS), i.e., the linear 
subspace spanned by the close mode shapes. See Section 2.1 in the companion paper [21] for 
further qualitative discussion. We will derive the expressions in the companion paper for Type 1 
mode shape c.o.v. (coefficient of variation) in (2), Type 2 mode shape c.o.v. in (3), frequency c.o.v. in 
(8) and damping c.o.v. in (9) (equation numbers here refer to those of the companion paper). Details 
will follow from Section 3 onwards. The theory assumes that the properties of close modes are 
identified in the frequency domain using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of ambient vibration data. 
Following a Bayesian approach (Section 3), the ID results are expressed in terms of a ‘posterior’ (i.e., 
given data) PDF of modal parameters, which can be well-approximated by a Gaussian PDF. ID 
uncertainty is measured by the covariance matrix associated with the PDF. It can be calculated for 
given data but a ‘point-wise’ value does not offer any insight on how it depends on test 
configuration and environment. One way to do that is to introduce a ‘frequentist’ assumption that 
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the data indeed comes from some ‘true’ modal properties and study theoretically how the 
covariance matrix depends on the true parameter values. Asymptotic yet realistic conditions, e.g., 
long data and high s/n ratio, are applied to simplify analysis and to enable close form expressions. 
The resulting analytical expressions of ID uncertainty are collectively referred as ‘uncertainty law’. 
For scalar parameters such as frequencies and damping ratios, ID uncertainty is expressed in terms 
of the coefficient of variation (c.o.v. = standard deviation/mean). For mode shapes that are vector-
valued subjected to norm-constraints, a scalar measure of ID uncertainty is the ‘mode shape c.o.v.’, 
mathematically equal to the square root sum of eigenvalues of the mode shape covariance matrix; 
see Section 11.3 of [3].   
Deriving the uncertainty law for close modes involves applying the frequentist assumption just 
mentioned and then asymptotic analysis of the covariance matrix of modal parameters for long data, 
high s/n ratio and wide band in succession. Previous studies on well-separated modes only involve 
long data and high s/n ratio. For close modes, the present theory requires ‘wide band’ as an 
additional assumption to obtain analytical results of reasonable simplicity for developing intuitions. 
For long data (Section 4) it can be shown that [22] the covariance matrix is asymptotically equal to 
the inverse of the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM). In the present OMA context, the FIM can be 
expressed directly in terms of the theoretical PSD matrix of data; see (1). 
The basic target in developing uncertainty law is to obtain analytical expressions for the variance of 
modal parameters, which are the diagonal entries of the inverse of FIM; or, for mode shapes, the 
sum of eigenvalues of the corresponding partition in the inverse of FIM. The FIM is a large matrix 
whose dimension grows linearly with the number of measured degrees of freedom (DOFs) and in a 
quadratic manner with the number of modes. Taking the inverse of FIM analytically is highly non-
trivial, if at all possible. Considering further asymptotic conditions (high s/n and wide band) provides 
the basic premise for possibility, but the actual pursuit requires a combination of tasks of iterative 
nature, e.g., applying matrix algebra techniques after observations/guess/intuition about the 
intrinsic structure of the matrix for simplification.  
In addition to long data, when the s/n ratio is high (Section 5) a recent study shows that the FIM can 
be explicitly expressed in terms of the PSD matrix of modal response and mode shape matrix [23]; 
see Table 1 later. More importantly, the uncertainty of mode shapes comprises two mutually 
uncorrelated types: one (Type 1) orthogonal to the mode shape subspace (MSS) they span, and the 
other (Type 2) within the MSS. The covariance matrix is asymptotically equal to the sum of 
contributions from the two types. Type 1 was found in well-separated modes, uncorrelated from all 
other parameters and is often negligible in applications. It is analysed in Section 9 (appendix). Type 2 
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is unique to close modes. It is correlated with and accounts for the uncertainty of all other 
parameters. It is the heart of the theory where most effort will be spent on. 
By writing Type 2 mode shape uncertainty as a linear combination of basis vectors within the MSS, 
the FIM and hence Type 2 covariance matrix can be obtained from a FIM J′  of reduced dimension 
regardless of the number of DOFs. See J′  in (3), which has a dimension of )1()1( 2 −++ mmm  for 
m  close modes. In the remaining theory (Section 6), the scope is narrowed to the case of 2=m  
close modes, where Figure 1 in the companion paper [21] shows a schematic diagram of the singular 
value spectrum. Direct inverse of J′  is still analytically intractable, but using block matrix inverse 
formula and matrix inverse lemma it is possible to condense out the auto/cross-PSDs of modal force 
(parameters in the problem) so that the covariance matrix of frequencies, damping ratios and mode 
shapes can be expressed in terms of matrices of reduced dimension. See (8) and (9) in Section 6.1, 
which are proven in Section 11 (appendix). By this time the matrices involved contain sums of 
frequency response functions and their derivatives; see Table 4. Asymptotic expressions for the 
sums are then obtained for long data and high s/n ratio. Despite that, it has not been possible to 
obtain manageable expression for the inverse of J′ . Fortunately, when the resonance band is 
sufficiently wide, the sums are found to simplify and bear special patterns that allow the inverse to 
be obtained analytically (Section 6.2), eventually delivering the uncertainty law for close modes 
under wide band situations (Section 6.4 and 6.5). For the sake of discussion, acceleration data is 
assumed in the theory (Section 3) but the results are applicable for other data types, e.g., velocity. 
See Section 6.6 for detailed reasoning.   
3 Bayesian OMA 
Consider modal identification in the frequency domain using ‘output-only’ ambient vibration data, 
where the natural frequencies are so close that they must be modelled together in the same 






jjx  ( 1×n ) at n  measured DOFs, each with N  sample points at time interval t∆  (sec). Its 







ix π−−=Σ∆= F , where 
12 −=i ; the scaling factor Nt /2∆  is applied so that ][ *kkE FF  gives the one-sided PSD matrix; a 
superscripted ‘*’ denotes complex conjugate transpose. In the resonance band the scaled FFT is 
modelled to comprise m  classically damped modes, i.e., kiki
m
ik ξφ +Σ= = η1F , where iφ  ( 1×n ) is 
the mode shape; kξ  ( 1×n ) is data noise assumed to be independent and identically distributed 
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(i.i.d.) among different DOFs with a common PSD eS  within the band (so only band-limited white); 
ikη  (scalar) is the scaled FFT of modal acceleration response, whose time-domain counterpart 
satisfies (omitting dependence on time) iiiiiii p=++ ηωηωζη
22  ; ii fπω 2=  (rad/sec) and if  (Hz) 
is the natural frequency; iζ  is the damping ratio; ip  is the modal force (per unit modal mass). The 
modal forces miip 1}{ =  are assumed to be stochastic stationary with a constant PSD matrix S  ( mm×  
Hermitian and positive definite) within the resonance band (so only band-limited white). The modal 
properties to be identified comprise miif 1}{ = , 
m
ii 1}{ =ζ , S , eS  and ],...,[ 1 mφφΦ = .  Accounting for 
its Herimitian nature, S  has 2m  parameters: m  for the real diagonal entries and )1( −mm  for the 
complex-valued lower off-diagonal entries. In total there are mnmmnmmm ++=++++ 22 )1(1  
parameters, subjected to m  unit norm constraints on the mode shapes. ID result is encapsulated in 
the ‘posterior’ (i.e., given data) PDF of parameters. For long data, it can be well-approximated by a 
Gaussian PDF centred at the most probable value (MPV) and with a covariance matrix equal to the 
Hessian of the negative logarithm of the likelihood function (NLLF) at the MPV.  
4 Long data asymptotics and Fisher Information Matrix 
For long data and under the frequentist assumption of ‘true’ parameters, it can be shown that the 
(posterior) covariance matrix of parameters is asymptotically equal to the inverse of the Fisher 
Information Matrix (FIM) [22]. The FIM is defined as the expectation of the Hessian of NLLF 
evaluated at the ‘true’ parameters, assuming that the data is indeed distributed as the likelihood 
function. In the OMA problem, the scaled FFT data is complex Gaussian distributed. It follows from a 
standard result in multivariate statistics [24] that the entry of the FIM with respect to (w.r.t.) generic 




−−Σ=           (1) 
where (.)tr  denotes the trace (i.e., sum of diagonal entries) of the argument matrix; 
ne
T
kk S IΦHΦE +=  is the PSD matrix of data; nI  denotes the nn×  identity matrix; the 
superscripted ‘ )(x ’ denotes a derivative w.r.t. x ; Φ  is the normalised mode shape matrix whose i
th column is ||||/ ii φφ  (so has unit norm); kH  is the PSD matrix of 
m
iik 1}{ =η with the ),( ji -entry 
equal to *jkikij hhS ; ijS  is the ),( ji -entry of S ; )]2()1/[(1 2 ikiikikh βζβ i−−=  is the frequency 
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response function (FRF) between ip  and ikη ; and kiik f f/=β . The sum in (1) is over all k  in the 
resonance band, where the running index is omitted to simplify notation. Note that the modal 
properties mentioned above and from this point on refer to the ‘true’ values under a frequentist 
assumption.  
5 High s/n asymptotics and principal uncertainties 
The FIM in (1) in terms of kE  still gives no insight on ID uncertainty. Motivated from the possibility 
of analytical results in well-separated modes, the asymptotic behaviour of the FIM for high s/n ratio 
( 0→eS ) has been recently investigated [23]. Asymptotic expressions for the FIM explicitly in terms 
of kH  and Φ  have been obtained. The results are summarised in Table 1. The entries related to eS  
are omitted as it can be deduced that eS  is asymptotically uncorrelated from all other parameters 
and therefore can be ignored in the calculation of their uncertainty.  
Table 1 Asymptotic FIM for high s/n ratio (entries for eS  omitted); :Φ  denotes the ‘vectorisation’ 
of ],...,[ 1 mφφΦ = , i.e., a 1×nm  vector obtained by stacking 
m
ii 1}{ =φ  column-wise;
TT
n ΦΦΦΦIQ
1)( −−= , )()( 1 Tiin
TT
i φφIΦΦΦQ −=
−  and ][ iQ  denotes a block diagonal 
matrix containing the iQ s; �𝒆𝒆𝒋𝒋𝒆𝒆𝒊𝒊𝑻𝑻� denotes a matrix whose (𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋)-partition is 𝒆𝒆𝒋𝒋𝒆𝒆𝒊𝒊𝑻𝑻 (𝒊𝒊, 𝒋𝒋 = 𝟏𝟏, … ,𝒎𝒎); 
𝒆𝒆𝒊𝒊 is a 𝒎𝒎 × 𝟏𝟏 vector whose 𝒊𝒊th entry is 1 and other entries are zero (𝒆𝒆𝒋𝒋 is similarly defined) 
 S,,, ζfyx =  ];...;[: 1 mφφΦ =  








1)( −Σ  
:Φ  Symmetric )2(
::
)1(
:::: ~ ΦΦΦΦΦΦ JJJ +  
QHΦΦ ⊗Σ=
− )(Re2 1)1( :: keSJ  
{ } ][][)(Re][2)2( :: iTijfTkkTi NJ QeeHHQΦΦ +⊗Σ= −  
 
Based on an analytical eigenvalue analysis of the asymptotic FIM, it was found that the ID 
uncertainty comprises two characteristic types: one (Type 1) associated with the uncertainty of 
mode shapes orthogonal to the ‘mode shape subspace’ (MSS) they span, and the other (Type 2) 
within the MSS. The eigenvectors of the asymptotic FIM of Type 1 and Type 2 lie in two orthogonally 
complementary subspaces. This implies that the two types of uncertainties are uncorrelated and so 
the covariance matrix is simply equal to the sum of their contributions. Type 1 uncertainty was 
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previously found in well-separated modes [20], where mode shapes are uncorrelated from all other 
parameters (e.g., frequency, damping). It diminishes with increased data quality (smaller eS ), 
vanishes for noiseless data and is often negligible in applications. As Type 1 mode shape uncertainty 
is uncoupled from that of the remaining parameters and it is orthogonal to Type 2 uncertainty, its 
contribution to the mode shape covariance matrix can be obtained by simply taking the inverse of 
)1(
::ΦΦJ  in Table 1. Details can be found in Section 9 (appendix). Type 1 induces no uncertainty in 
other parameters, i.e., their uncertainty comes only from Type 2, and is generally correlated with 
mode shapes. Because of the correlation, Type 2 covariance matrix of all parameters must be 
determined together. It can be found from the inverse of a FIM of reduced dimension. Specifically, 
































































:      (2) 
where iU  ( )1( −× mn ) contains in its columns the )1( −m  basis vectors in the MSS and iα  
( 1)1( ×−m ) is a vector of coordinates for iφ∆  w.r.t. the basis; 𝐔𝐔 is a block diagonal matrix 
comprising the 𝐔𝐔𝑖𝑖s. Type 2 uncertainty of iφ  is associated with that of iα . Let the full set of modal 
parameters be partitioned as :];[ Φa ϖ=  where ϖ  comprises all parameters except the mode 
shapes. By choosing an orthonormal basis for iU , i.e., 1−= mi
T
i IUU , the eigenvalue problem 
aJa λ=  can be reduced to vvJ λ=′  where ];[ αv ϖ=  is a reduced vector. The original FIM J  and 































ϖϖϖ      (3) 
where the subscripts indicate the parameters the partitions correspond to; in the (2,2)-block entry of 
J′ , we have used UUUU ΦΦΦΦ
)2(
:::: JJ
TT =  because 0UΦΦ =
)1(
::J  ( iU  is orthogonal to Type 1 
uncertainty). Generally, the diagonal entries of 1−′J  give the variance of parameters. The sum of 
diagonal entries of 1−′J  corresponding to iα  gives the square of Type 2 mode shape c.o.v. of Mode 






)2(  where ][ Tiii E ααCα =  is the covariance matrix of iα . By noting that 
1−= mi
T








trtrtrtr αααφφ CCUUUCUC ====δ      (4) 
where in the third equality we have used the cyclic property of trace, i.e., )()( BAtrABtr = .  
6 Theory for two close modes 
Excluding eS  from the parameter set, J′  has a dimension of mm +
22 , i.e., 10 for 2=m . Inverting 
J′  analytically from first principles is still intractable. In the remaining development of the theory 
presented in this section, we narrow the scope to two close modes and explore further 
simplifications that can be attained. In this case the full set of parameters is shown in the first row of 
Table 2. A typical picture of the singular value spectrum is illustrated in Figure 1 of the companion 
paper [21]. The complex-valued modal force cross-PSD is parameterised in terms of its real and 
imaginary parts, i.e., 212121 VUS i+= . For 2=m  modes, each mode shape has 1)1( =−m  
direction of Type 2 uncertainty represented by  

















φφU    (5) 
where 21 φφ
T=ρ  is the cosine of angle between mode shapes (assuming 1|||| =iφ ), also called the 
‘modal assurance criterion’ (MAC) in modal ID literature; iU  is the basis vector, essentially a unit 
vector along the tangential direction of rotation from iφ  to the other mode shape. Clearly, iU  lies 
in the subspace spanned by the two mode shapes. Check also that  0=i
T
i Uφ  and 1=i
T
i UU . When 
1α  is small it can be interpreted as the uncertain angle of rotation from 1φ  to 2φ ; 2α  can be 
interpreted similarly. The reduced FIM J′  for 2=m   modes can be obtained from (3). The results 
are shown in Table 3 and derivations can be found in Section 10 (appendix). It is written in a 
normalised form as 
)()( aJaJ diagdiagN f ′=′          (6)    
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where fN  is the number of FFT points in the resonance band; a  is a vector of scaling factors given 
in the second row of Table 2, defined after inspection of the entries in J′ ; )(adiag  denotes a 
diagonal matrix comprising the entries in a . Clearly, 
11111 )()( −−−−− ′=′ aJaJ diagdiagN f          (7) 





Table 2 Parameters of reduced FIM J′  and normalising factors in a  of (6); |𝝌𝝌| is the modulus of 
coherence between the two modal forces 
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Table 3 High s/n asymptotic expressions for condensed and normalised FIM J′  (2 modes). See (6) for relation to reduced FIM J′  and Section 10 for 
derivation; 22111 / SSr = , 11222 / SSr = , 221121 / SSS=χ  (modal force coherence), ||||||||/)( 2121 φφφφ
T=ρ  (MAC); see Table 4 for 
definitions of iyixA , jyixa , xia , xija , ia′   
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11S    1 2|| χ  
χRe2−  χIm2−  )Re(2 11 ar ′+− χρ   
0 
22S     1 χRe2−  χIm2−  0 )Re(2 22 ar ′+− χρ  
21U      )Re1(2 2χ+  
2Im2 χ  
)ReRe(2 11 ar ′+χρ  )ReRe(2 22 ar ′+χρ  
21V       )Re1(2 2χ−
 
)ImIm(2 11 ar ′+χρ  )ImIm(2 22 ar ′−χρ  
1α    Symmetric 
























































6.1 Parameter condensation by block matrix inverse 
Taking analytically the inverse of J′  (a 1010×  matrix) is intractable unless there is some special 
structure in the matrix. Upon exploration, it was found that },,,{ 21212211 VUSS  can be analytically 
‘condensed out’ of the inverse. Let αα)(
1−′J  and ϖϖ)(
1−′J  denote the partitions in the inverse 
1−′J  w.r.t. ],[ 21 αα=α  and },,,{ 2121 ζζϖ ff= , respectively. Using block matrix inverse formula 


















































































  (9) 
where 22111 / SSr =  and 11222 / SSr = ; φχχ ieSSS ||/ 221121 == ; 


















































































































































A       (13) 
yAyB 1−= ϖα
























































     (15) 
The entry for the ix -row ( ζ,fx = ; 2,1=i ) and j th column ( 2,1=j ) of y  has the pattern 
])Re[()1( φijsjixxij
ji eaaa ′−− −     11 =s , 12 −=s   (16) 
Equations (10), (12), (13) and (15) contain coefficients (e.g., 11,aa ′ ) that are sums involving the FRFs 
and their derivatives. Their definitions are given in Table 4. 
Table 4 Coefficients involving sums of FRFs; superscripted ‘ )(x ’ denotes a derivative w.r.t. x  
Relevance Definition ( ζ,, fyx = ) 
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11 )]1[Re(|1|)||)(||( aaaaaaaa ′′−≥′′−≥′−′−  





















1 ReReΣ= −  
jyixiyixjyix AAAC −=  





















Na Σ= −  
)Re( yjxijyixjyix aaac −=  































Na Σ= −  
 
6.2 Wide band asymptotics 
The partitions αα)(
1−′J  and ϖϖ)(
1−′J  in (8) and (9) involve matrices and inverses that depend on 
the coefficients in Table 4. The next natural step is to obtain asymptotic expressions for the 
coefficients, analogous to what was done for well-separated modes [20]. Generally, the coefficient is 
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written as a Riemann sum and then approximated by an integral, which is asymptotically correct for 
long data. The resulting integral is then determined analytically using complex integration. Involving 
two FRFs, the resulting expressions are much more complicated than their single mode counterparts. 
They generally depend on the frequencies, damping ratios and the bandwidth factor κ  in the 
specification of resonance band [𝑓𝑓1(1− 𝜅𝜅𝜁𝜁1),𝑓𝑓2(1 + 𝜅𝜅𝜁𝜁2)]; see also a schematic diagram in Figure 1 
of the companion paper [21]. Despite the asymptotic expressions for the coefficients, it has not been 
possible to obtain manageable expressions for αα)(
1−′J  and ϖϖ)(
1−′J . Nevertheless, it has been 
discovered that some coefficients simplify and bear some pattern when the resonance band is 
sufficiently wide; see mathematical definition shortly. Table 5 and Table 6 summarise the wide band 
asymptotic expressions for those coefficients. They allow ϖA  and its inverse, the diagonal entries of 
αA , and the (1,1), (2,2), (3,1) and (4,2)-entries of y  to be expressed in a manageable manner. 

















=   22 iii ecd +=     (17) 
are dimensionless quantities that are intuitively related to the difference in damping ratios, 
frequencies and in an overall sense, respectively; the index j  refers to the other mode. These 
quantities appear frequently in the asymptotic expressions of coefficients and their definitions are 
motivated accordingly. The parameter id , referred as ‘modal disparity’, is an overall measure that 
makes its way into the final expressions of uncertainty law. Wide band refers to ie>>κ  and 1>>κ . 
The parameter fciii NNb /πζ=  appears frequently as a scaling factor, where idci fTN =  is a 
dimensionless data duration as a multiple of natural period. Since ciif NN κζ∝ , it can be reasoned 



















=   (18) 
are less intuitive but they make their way into the final expression of uncertainty law. They, and 




Table 5 Wide band asymptotic expressions for coefficients with simple pattern; fciii NNb /πζ=  
Relevance Expression 
αA  in (10) 2)2(1~ iiiiii ebccba +++  
iiiiii ebcba −+′ 1~  
22 ~|| iiii dbaa ′−  where 
222
iii ecd +=  
2
21212121 ||)()1Re( ii aacceebbaa ′−<<−=′′−  






































Table 6 Wide band asymptotic expressions for jyixc  ( ζ,, fyx = ) in 1ϖA  of (13); 
fciii NNb /πζ= . To obtain the expression, take the entry and multiply by the factors indicated, 
e.g., )/)(/)(( 22111221 ζζζ bfbgc f −=  
 1f  
( 111 / ζfb× ) 
2f  
( 222 / ζfb× ) 
1ζ  
( 11 /ζb× ) 
2ζ  
( 22 /ζb× ) 
1f  
( 111 / ζfb× ) 
1 1g  1ζ  2g−  
2f  
( 222 / ζfb× ) 
 1 2g  2ζ  
1ζ  
( 11 /ζb× ) 
  1 1g  
2ζ  
( 22 /ζb× ) 
Symmetric   1 
 
6.3 Limit identity and consistent coefficients 
Issues remain for the (1,2)-entry of 1αA  in (10) that involves d ; and the (1,2), (2,1), (3,2) and (4,1)-
entries of y  in (15) that involve terms of the form )( jixxij aaa ′−  ( ji ≠ ). It was not possible to find 
patterns of similar simplicity as in Table 5 and Table 6. An alternative, more fundamental, means is 
used to determine the coefficients. In particular, it was discovered that the coefficients must satisfy 





1 αϖ AyAy =
−T            (19) 
This follows from the observation that when 1|| →χ , i.e., perfectly coherent modal forces, αA  in 
(10) is dominated by  )||1/(||2 21
2 χχ α −A , ϖA  in (11) is dominated by )||1/(||2 212 χχ ϖ −A  
and so from (14) 2211 ||2/)||1( χχϖα −≈
− yAyB T . Substituting these into (8) suggests that the 
bracket is dominated by )||1/()(||2 2111
2 χχ ϖα −−
− yAyA T . This would imply 0J →′− αα)(
1  as 
1|| →χ , i.e., mode shape uncertainty vanishes when modal forces are perfectly coherent, which is 
generally not true. See Section 12.1 for a formal analysis of this issue, which shows that (19) must 
hold. This ‘limit identity’ provides an effective means for obtaining the remaining coefficients in a 
consistent manner, which is otherwise a tedious and difficult task. Details can be found in Section 
12.2.  
As a result, the following expressions are obtained that allow αα)(
1−′J  in (8) and ϖϖ)(
1−′J  in (9) 
to be determined later in Sections 6.4 and 6.5, respectively. The matrix αA  in (10) is given by 














































     (20) 
where φφ 2sin2cos 211 ggq +−= . It follows from using 
2|| ii aa ′−  from Table 5, noting that 
)1Re( 21aa ′′−  is negligible and obtaining 21211
2
21 ])Re[( ddbbqeaad =′′−
φi  from the limit identity 
(see (84) and (104)). For ϖA  in (11), using Table 5 and Table 6 to obtain 0ϖA  and 1ϖA  in (85), we 
have 
































































ϖA      (22) 













































ϖA     (23) 
The vector y  in (15) is derived in Section 12.2 using the limit identity; see (79) and (91). The matrix 




































































2 ggq += . The vector yA
1−

































































x   (26) 
where 11 =s  and 12 −=s ; iii ec /tan =φ  and 21 /tan gg=ψ . The parameters involved in the 
wide band theory are summarised in Table 7. Some properties are also included. The identity 
(𝑔𝑔1 − 𝑟𝑟)2 + 𝑔𝑔22 = 𝑟𝑟2 with 𝑟𝑟 = 1/�(𝑐𝑐1 + 2)(𝑐𝑐2 + 2) can be shown algebraically. A geometric 
interpretation is illustrated in Figure 6 of the companion paper. For modes with well-separated 
frequencies, |𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖| ≫ 1 for both modes. Correspondingly, |𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖| = 𝑂𝑂(|𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖|) ≫ 1 is large; 𝑔𝑔1 =
𝑂𝑂(1/|𝑒𝑒1𝑒𝑒2|), 𝑔𝑔2 = 𝑂𝑂�1/�|𝑒𝑒1𝑒𝑒2|� and 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 = 𝑂𝑂�1/�|𝑒𝑒1𝑒𝑒2|� are small compared to 1. As the 
frequency separation increases, i.e., |𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖| → ∞, the point (𝑔𝑔1,𝑔𝑔2) on the circle in Figure 6 of the 
companion paper converges to the origin.   
Table 7 Summary of parameters in the wide band theory 
Relevance Definition 
Modal properties 21, ff  (natural frequencies), 21,ζζ  (damping ratios), 2211, SS  (modal 
force auto-PSDs), 212121 VUS i+=  (modal force cross-PSD), eS  (noise 
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PSD), 21,αα  (angles of mode shape uncertainty) 
φχχ ieSSS ||/ 221121 ==  (modal force coherence) 
21 φφ

















































2 ggq +=  
iii ec /tan =φ , πφφ ±= 12 , 21 /tan gg=ψ  
Miscellaneous idci fTN =  (dimensionless data duration) 






Identities/properties 02211 =+ cbcb , 02211 =+ ebeb , 2211 // ecec =  
1c  and 2c  of opposite sign; 1e  and 2e  of opposite sign;   
2121 cccc −=+ , 122121 ececee −=−=+  






















































6.4 Type 2 covariance matrix of mode shapes 










































qD      (28) 
Applying the factor fN/)1(






         (29) 
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===′′        (30) 

























=′′φ       (31) 











= DC      (32) 
This implies that the correlation between 1α  and 2α  is 
2
1 || χq− . Note that mode shape 
uncertainty comprises a contribution from Type 1 (orthogonal to mode shape subspace) as well, 
although that one is asymptotically small and often negligible; see (44) in Section 9 (appendix).  
6.5 Covariance matrix of frequencies and damping ratios 
Substituting αα)(
1−′J  from (27) and yA 1−ϖ  from (25) into (9), the covariance matrix of 
},,,{ 2121 ζζϖ ff=  is given by 
1211111 )(]||[)()( −−−−−− +=′= axDxAaJC diagdiagNN Tff χϖϖϖϖ     (33) 
where D  is given by (28), 1−ϖA  is given by (23) and 𝒂𝒂 is given by (21). The entries of ϖC  can be 
obtained by noting that the ),( ji -entry of TxDx  is ∑ sr jsrsir xDx, . Performing the multiplication 
for the first two diagonal entries and simplifying gives the variance of frequencies. Dividing by 2if  











































   (34) 
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where the first term ciNπζ 2/  is the familiar squared c.o.v. of frequency for well-separated modes 
[20]; the bracketed term carries the influence of coherence with 


















   (35) 
The posterior c.o.v. iζδ  of damping ratio is of the same form as in (34) except that the cosines and 







































   (36) 


















   (37) 
Again, the first term cii Nπζ2/1  in (36) is the familiar squared c.o.v. of damping for well-separated 
modes. 
6.6 Other data types 
 For the sake of discussion, data was assumed to be acceleration in Section 3 but the results in this 
work are generally applicable to other data types, e.g., velocity. The reasoning is as follow. The 
asymptotic FIM in Table 1 is expressed in terms of the modal response PSD matrix kH  and mode 
shapes through Q  and iQ . Data type only affects kH  through the FRF ikh , which in turn only 
affects the coefficients in Table 4. When data other than acceleration is used the FRF will be scaled 
by a conversion factor. For example, the FRF of velocity data is equal to the FRF of acceleration data 
divided by ikf2π  where kf  is the FFT frequency (Hz). From Table 4, the coefficients all involve ratios 
of ikh  or its derivatives and so they are not affected by the data type. The only exception is the s/n 
ratio iγ  in (44), which should be revised to be the PSD ratio of the corresponding data type, e.g., 




Closed form analytical asymptotic expressions have been derived for the posterior c.o.v.s of natural 
frequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes for two close modes following classically damped 
stochastic linear dynamics identified with long ambient data, high s/n ratio and wide resonance band; 
see (31), (34), (36) and (44). Compared to well-separated modes, developing uncertainty law for 
close modes is much more challenging, owing to the correlation of mode shapes with all parameters 
and hence high dimension (ten for two modes) of the Fisher Information Matrix involved; asymptotic 
sums involving two frequency response functions and their derivatives; and highly non-trivial hidden 
algebraic pattern. Fortunately under wide band situation the problem still admits remarkably simple 
expressions and they have been discovered in this work. Insights, verification, scientific implications 
and recommendation for ambient test planning are discussed in the companion paper. Up to 
modelling assumptions and the use of probability for uncertainty quantification, the uncertainty law 
dictates the achievable precision regardless of the modal identification method used. This is because 
the Bayesian approach processes information (no more, no less) from data in strict accordance with 
probability and modelling assumptions. Although this work assumes acceleration data in its 
development, it is also applicable to other data types (e.g., velocity, displacement) provided that the 
s/n ratio is defined in a consistent manner with the data type (see Section 6.6).  
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9 Appendix. Type 1 mode shape covariance matrix 
It was shown in [23] that for long data and high s/n ratio ( 0→eS ) the covariance matrix of the 
vectorisation of mode shapes, ];...;[: 1 mφφΦ =  ( 1×mn ), comprises the contributions from two 
types, i.e., )2( :
)1(
:: ΦΦΦ CCC += . Type 2 uncertainty is correlated among all parameters and so 
)2(
:ΦC  
can only be obtained by determining the inverse of the reduced FIM J′  in (3), which is highly non-
trivial and discussed elsewhere in the main body of the paper. This section discusses )1( :ΦC , which 
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can be determined much more easily because Type 1 mode shape uncertainty is uncorrelated from 
all other parameters. It is equal to the inverse of QHΦΦ ⊗=
−1)1(
:: 2 ef SNJ  in Table 1, where 
fk N/HH Σ=  is the average PSD matrix of data and TTn ΦΦΦΦIQ
1)( −−= . By noting that 
0ΦQ =  and xQx =  for any x  orthogonal to the mode shape subspace (MSS), it can be reasoned 
that Q  is a zero mapping in the MSS and an identity mapping in the orthogonal complement of MSS. 







          (38) 
since H  has full rank (assuming imperfect modal force coherence) and QQ =+  (identity mapping 
in the orthogonal complement of MSS). Similar to :ΦC , the covariance matrix of each mode shape 
iφ  comprises contributions from the two types. The square of mode shape c.o.v. is equal to the 
trace of the covariance matrix and so has the same property. Thus, 
)2()1(
iii φφφ
CCC +=    222
iii φφφ
δδδ ′′+′=      (39) 








−=          (40) 
where ),(1 ii−H  denotes the ),( ii -entry of 𝑯𝑯−1. Summing the eigenvalues of )1(
iφ
C  gives the square 









−−=′ Hφδ          (41) 
where we have used the fact that Q  has m  zero eigenvalues (in MSS) and )( mn −  eigenvalues 
equal to 1 (in the orthogonal complement of MSS). Since ei
S∝′2φδ  from (44) and 
2
iφ
δ ′′  in (31) does 
not depend on eS , Type 1 mode shape uncertainty is asymptotically small for high s/n ratio and is 
often negligible in applications. When there is only one mode ( 1=m ) it can be verified that (44) 
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reduces to the formula for the square of mode shape c.o.v. in [20]. This is a consistent result because 
in this case the orthogonal complement of MSS is null and 0=′′ iφδ . 
Note that fjkikij NhhSji /),(





























where fciii NNb /πζ= , 22
2
12 ggq += , 1g  and 2g  are given in Table 7. Using these results for 

































= −−iH   (43) 
and hence )||1(/4),( 22
221 qSbii iiii χζ −=
−H . Substituting this and fciii NNb /πζ=  into (41) 


































γ =   (44) 
where iγ  is the modal s/n ratio considering Mode i  only. 
10 Appendix. Derivation of reduced FIM in Table 3 
In this section we derive the expressions for the reduced FIM J′  in (6) and hence its normalised 
form J′  in Table 3. The results are derived separately for three groups of parameters, i.e., },{ iif ζ , 
}{ ijS  and α , as they have different mathematical roles in kE  of (1). We use the short-cut notation 
‘ },{, ζfyx = ’ to denote that the variables },{ yx  are frequencies or damping ratios; and ‘ S=yx, ’ 
to denote that },{ yx  are auto/cross PSDs of modal force.  
10.1 Entries xyJ  for },{, ζfyx =  







−−Σ=           (45) 
where kH  is the PSD matrix of modal response. For analysis purpose we write 
*][][ rkrrkrk hshs χH =  where rrr Ss = , χ  ( mm× ) is a coherence matrix with ),( ji -entry 
jjiiij SSSji /),( =χ , and ][ rkrhs  denotes a diagonal matrix containing },...,{ 11 mkmk hshs .  We 
first show the general formula 
𝐽𝐽𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 2𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒 𝑡𝑡 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟[ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟−1ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
(𝑥𝑥)ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟−1ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
(𝑥𝑥)] + 2𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒 𝑡𝑡 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝝌𝝌−1[ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟−1ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
(𝑥𝑥)]𝝌𝝌[ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟−1ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
(𝑥𝑥)]∗    (46) 





k hshshshs χχH +=        (47) 
Substituting into (45) and using )]([Re2)]()([ *** BBXAXtrBBXAAXtr +=++  for Hermitian 





rkrkxy hshshshshshstrJ χχHχH +Σ=
−−   (48) 



























    (49) 































     (50) 
where in arriving at the first equality we have used the cyclic property of trace, i.e., 
)()( BAtrABtr = , to move *][ rkrhsχ  at the right end to the left end. Similarly, the second term in 


































     (51) 
where in arriving at the first equality we have used the cyclic property of trace to move *11 ][ −− rkr hs  at 
the left end to the right end. Combining (50) and (51) gives (46). 




−−Σ  when both belong to Mode i . Using )Re())(Re(Re2)Re( *abbaab −= , 



















−−− Σ=   (53) 





)(1)(1 ][ −− =  where ie  is a 1×m  zero vector except 





































      (54) 
where in arriving at the first equality we have used the cyclic property of trace to move Tje  from the 




















     (55) 
For the case of two modes, substituting the values of ),(1 ij−χ  and ),( jiχ  from the following gives 

































χ      (56) 
10.2 Entries xyJ  for S=yx,  
For },{ yx  from S , we write *][][ rkrkk hh SH = . Substituting ][][
11*11 −−−− = rkrkk hh SH  into (45) and 




k hh SH =  gives 



















   (57) 
where we have used the cyclic property of trace to move *][ rkh  from the right end to the left end. 
For the case of two modes, parameterising 212121 VUS i+=  and using the following gives the 




































S V  (58) 
10.3 Entries xyJ  for },{ ζfx =  and S=y  
























    (59) 
where we have used the identity ][Re2])([ * XAXYtrXYAAXtr =+  for Hermitian X  and Y . 





k hh SH = , and simplifying using the 
cyclic property of trace gives the general expression: 
)()(1111 ][][Re2 yxrkrkrrxy hhsstrJ Sχ
−−−−Σ=        (60) 
Evaluating it for the case of two modes using (56) and (58) gives the expressions in the cross terms 
for },,,{ 2121 ζζff  and },,,{ 21212211 VUSS  in Table 3. 
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10.4 Entries involving },{ 21 αα  
When there are two modes, each mode shape has 1)1( =−m  direction of Type 2 uncertainty, which 
is within the mode shape subspace but orthogonal to the mode shape (norm-constrained). For Mode 
1, the basis vector along this direction is simply 12 φφ ρ−  where 21 φφ
T=ρ  is the modal assurance 
criterion (MAC) between 1φ  and 2φ  (assume 1|||| =iφ ). Similarly, for Mode 2 the basis vector is 
21 φφ ρ− . The basis matrix U  ( 22 ×n ) for Type 2 uncertain mode shape deviation UαΦ =∆ :  in 





















        (61) 
Check that the two columns of U  are orthogonal and they have unit norm, i.e., 2IUU =
T . 
Substituting U  into the partitions of J′  in (3) related to },{ 21 αα  and simplifying gives the 
expressions in Table 3.  
11 Appendix. Derivation of αα)( 1−′J  in (8) and ϖϖ)( 1−′J  in (9) 
The partitions of inverses αα)(
1−′J  and ϖϖ)(
1−′J  are derived by condensing out the partitions of 
modal force auto/cross PSDs using block matrix inverse formula and matrix inverse lemma [25][26]. 

























         (62) 
where ϖ  ( 12 ×m ) comprises the frequencies and damping ratios, s  ( 12 ×m ) comprises the modal 
force auto/cross PSDs and α  ( 1)1( ×−mm ) comprises the coordinates of Type 2 mode shape 






















































BAAAABAAAB      (64) 
The essence is that a particular partition (say) 22B  in the full inverse can be expressed in terms of 
inverses of a lower dimension. Once 22B  has been obtained, 11B  and 12B  can be expressed in 
terms of 22B . 
11.1 Mode shapes 
Taking ‘1’ for },{ sϖ  and ‘2’ for α , the partition of inverse for α  can be obtained from the (2,2)-






















































JJ      (65) 





























ϖϖϖϖ     (66) 
ϖϖϖϖϖ ssss JJJJA ′′′−′=
−1          (67) 




















































s     (68) 
Substituting into (65) gives 
111 ][)( −−− −=′ zAzAJ ϖααα




−1    ϖααϖ JJJJz ′−′′′=
−
ssss
1    (70) 
The significance of (69) is that the matrices are of reduced dimension and it turns out that the 
inverses can be obtained in an analytically manageable form. For the case of two modes, 









=          (71) 
where y  is given by (15). Substituting into (69) gives (8) with the term yAyB 1−= ϖα
T  in (14). The 
inverse 1−′ssJ  can be obtained analytically. Substituting it together with the other partitions ααJ′  
and αsJ′  gives },{},{ 2121 rrdiagrrdiag αα AA =  where αA  is given in (10). 
11.2 Natural frequencies and damping ratios 
The partition of inverse for ϖ  can be obtained by simply swapping the roles of ϖ  and α  in (69): 
111 ][)( −−− −=′ TzzAAJ αϖϖϖ         (72) 
where ϖA , αA  and z  are the same as before. The bracketed matrix is mm 22 ×  and it is almost 
singular when TzzA 1−α  (rank )1( −mm ) dominates. This singularity can be bypassed by using the 
matrix inverse lemma: 
1111111 )()( −−−−−−− +−=+ VAUVACUAAUCVA       (73) 
Taking ϖA=A , z=U , TV z=  and 
1−−= αAC , and noting that 
111 )( −−− + UVAC  is just 
αα)(
1−′− J , we obtain 
T)())(()( 11111 zAJzAAJ −−−−− ′+=′ ϖααϖϖϖϖ        (74) 
Thus, once αα)(
1−′J  has been obtained, it can be substituted into (74) to give ϖϖ)(
1−′J  without 
further taking inverse. For the case of two modes, substituting (71) into (74) gives (9). For wide band, 
1−
ϖA  and αα)(
1−′J  can be obtained analytically in a manageable form; see (21), (23) and (27).   
12 Appendix. Limit identity and consistent coefficients 
In the development of uncertainty law for two close modes, asymptotic expressions were first 
obtained using complex integration for all the coefficients in Table 4. For wide band situation some 
coefficients simplify and bear a mathematical pattern (Table 5 and Table 6) but others do not. 
Moreover, substituting the coefficients into the FIM was found to give unstable numerical behaviour 
when taking inverse to give the covariance matrix, setting aside accuracy issues. Such problem was 
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later found to be associated with the violation of a condition that generated an artificial singular 
term in the calculations when || χ  is large. The condition turns out to provide an effective and 
fundamental means for obtaining a full set of consistent coefficients. This issue was discussed 
qualitatively in Section 6.3 and is now addressed formally in this section. We first derive the 
condition and then use it to determine the coefficients. 
12.1 Limit identity 
The artificial singular term appears in the bracket of αα)(
1−′J  in (8) when 1|| →χ . To study the 
behaviour of αα)(










=z     (75) 
Clearly, 0→z  when 1|| →χ . Using a second order Taylor expansion for the inverse of the 
bracketed term in (75) w.r.t. z , 1−ϖA  and hence αB  are given by, as 0→z ,  
[ ]11011011211011111 2~ −−−−−−− +− ϖϖϖϖϖϖϖϖϖϖ AAAAAAAAAA zz
z
    (76) 
[ ]221111 2~ CCyAyyAyB zz











T .  Substituting αB  in (77) 
and )||1/(||22 21
2



































































αα  (78) 
If yAyA 111
−≠ ϖα
T  then the term inside the bracket involving 12)||1( −− χ  will grow unbounded as 
1|| →χ . This would imply 0J →′− αα)(
1 , i.e., mode shape uncertainty vanishes in the limit, which 
is generally not true. Thus we must have 1
1
1 αϖ AyAy =
−T  as in (19). This is a general condition that 
must hold for any bandwidth.  
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12.2 Wide band coefficients from limit identity 
The ‘limit identity’ in (19) provides an effective means for obtaining the asymptotic expressions of 








































diag ay        (79) 





















Z )(Re   (80) 
11 =s  and 12 −=s ; fciii NNb /πζ=  and idci fTN =  is a dimensionless data duration as a 
multiple of natural period. In (79), the matrices on the left and right are introduced so that )(adiag  
will cancel out with 1)( −adiag  of 11
−
ϖA  (see (85) later); and },{ 21 bbdiag  follows the same 
scaling of 1αA  (see (83) later). The limit identity does not provide enough equations to determine 
all },{ ijij ZF , but we can use the wide band expressions in Table 5 for },{ iiii ZF  to determine the 
remaining ones }:,{ jiZF ijij ≠ . Specifically, using the expressions of ififii aaa ′−  and 
iiii aaa ′− ζζ  in Table 5, we can write  
iii eF ′−=   iii cZ ′−=         (81) 
where 
])Re[( φisiii ecee
ii−=′  ])Re[( φisiii eecc
ii+=′   ( 11 =s , 12 =s ) (82) 
Then we can determine 21F  and 21Z  from the (1,1)-entry of the limit identity; and similarly 12F  
and 12Z  from the (2,2)-entry. After that, we can substitute them to evaluate the (1,2)-entry of the 
LHS of the identity, equating which with the RHS will give the (1,2)-entry of 1αA  in a consistent 
manner. The details are presented as follows.  














































diagαA       (83) 









=          (84) 
On the other hand, substituting the coefficients in Table 6 into (12) and (13) gives 




























ϖ   (85) 
where a  is given by (21); the (1,3) and (2,4)-entry are asymptotically zero for small damping. The 









































2 ggq += . Substituting iii eF ′−=  and iii cZ ′−=  from (81) into y  in (79), 11−ϖA  from (86) 




























































































   (87) 










−    (88) 















1 )()( gegcgegcecC ′−′−′+′−′+′= . Expanding the squares and simplifying 
gives )1( 22
2








2 ])()[()1( dgegcZgegcFq +′−′++′+′+−
−     (90) 
This must be equal to the (1,1)-entry on the RHS of (87), i.e., 21d . The two squared terms in the 
bracket of (90) must then be identically zero, which gives the expressions of 21F  and 21Z . Applying 













′−′−=       (91) 
12.3 Coefficient 12d  in (83) 
Substituting (91) into the LHS of (87) to obtain the (1,2)-entry and equating with the (1,2)-entry of 
the RHS gives 
12321
12
2 )()1( dTTTq −=++−













      (93) 
Substituting (91) and simplifying, it turns out that 2T  and 3T  can be expressed in terms of 1T :  
1
2
22 TqT =   13 2TT −=         (94) 
Substituting into (92) and simplifying then gives 112 Td = , i.e., 
)()( 122122121112 ececgeeccgd ′′−′′+′′+′′=        (95) 




12.4 Derivation of αB  in (24) 
The entries of αB  can be evaluated by leveraging on the algebra already performed in Sections 12.2 
and 12.3. The key observation is that replacing ig  in 1ϖA  in (85) by ig
2|| χ  and multiplying the 
resulting matrix by )||1/(2 2χ−  gives ϖA  in (21). This implies that replacing ig  by ig
2|| χ  and 
2
2q  by 
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ϖA  in (86) and multiplying the resulting expression by 2/)||1( 2χ−  will give 
1−





T  will give yAyB 1−= ϖα
T , without the need to perform the 





























































  (96) 

























1 decec =+=′+′ . Substituting (97) into (96) and simplifying gives the final expression 














dbii iiB    ( 2,1=i )  (98) 
























== − yAyB     (99) 
Note that 121 dT =  and (94) implies 12
2
















−=B      (100) 
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Assembling (98) and (100) in matrix form and using 2112 dqdd =  from (104) (see later) gives (24). 
12.5 Expressions in terms of phase angles 
Some quantities such as 12d  in (95) can be written in a compact manner in terms of phase angles. 
Write iiii edce


























      (101) 
where 11 =s  and 12 −=s . Taking the real part gives )cos( φφ iiii sde −=′  and )sin( φφ iiii sdc −=′ , 
or equivalently,  
)cos( iiii sde φφ −=′    )sin( iiiii sdsc φφ −−=′    (102) 
Substituting into (95) gives 
[ ]
[ ]
[ ])2sin()2cos(      














   (103) 
Note that 1c  and 2c  are of opposite sign; so are 1e  and 2e . Also 2211 // ecec = . These imply that 
πφφ ±= 12 . Applying this to (103) and noting that a phase shift of π  changes the sign of cosine and 
sine gives 
21112 ddqd =           (104) 
where φφ 2sin2cos 211 ggq +−= . If we write ψsin21 qg =  and ψcos22 qg =  where 






2 ggq += , then using compound angle formula we can write 













   1,1 21 −== ss   (105) 




12.6 Derivation of yA 1−ϖ  in (25) 
To derive the expression of yA 1−ϖ  in (25), use y  in (79) and 1111 )()( −−−− = aAaA diagdiag ϖϖ  
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x   (108) 
Use (102) and (105) to write the entries of x′  in terms of phase angles. Then use πφφ ±= 12  to 
write the (1,2) and (3,2)-entries in terms of 1φ ; and the (2,1) and (4,1) in terms of 2φ . These 
effectively involve a sign change only. After that, taking out the factors 1d  and 2d  will give the 
vector x  in (26) and hence the final expression of yA 1−ϖ  in (25). The factors 1d  and 2d  are 
absorbed into the rightmost diagonal matrix in (25). 
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